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Abstract: 

JUREK, Martin. 2015. Modules for the Smart Home. Ostrava. Master Thesis. VŠB-

TUO. Thesis supervisor Ing. Jaromír Škuta, Ph.D. 

The main aim of this thesis is to provide open-source and open-hardware solution for 

home control automation systems. Final approach uses wireless communication, solar 

powered sensor array and simple scale-up system network and it is called HomeBeacon. 

System and consists of one central station and multiple portable units providing the sensor 

array. As a control part, various action units can be implemented according to desired needs 

to nearby located units. HomeBeacon system is built to be energy efficient which is mainly 

represented by solar panels powering up each BeaconUnit and to be flexible where the aim 

is to provide the ability of simple scaling-up and adjustment of individual BeaconUnits to 

suite them for particular operation needs. 

Key Words 

Open-source, Open-hardware, Atmega328p-au, AVR, Arduino, Raspberry Pi 2, 

Solar panels, lithium-ion battery, TP4056, Bluetooth BLE 4 HM-10, Deployd, Requests, 

Bootstrap, JSON, 3D printing, PIR, Temperature measurement, Humidity measurement, Gas 

detection. 
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Anotace: 

JUREK, Martin. 2015. Moduly pro inteligentní domácnost. Ostrava. Diplomová 

práce. VŠB-TUO. Vedoucí práce Ing. Jaromír Škuta, Ph.D. 

Hlavním cílem této práce je poskytnout system pro automatické ovládání domácnosti 

s otevřenou architekturou. Finální řešení využívá bezdrátovou komunikaci, solárními panely 

napájené senzorové pole a jednoduše rožšířitelnou síť, pod názvem HomeBeacon. Systém 

se skládá z jedné centrální stanice a množství přenosných jednotek, které poskytují 

senzorová data. Pro ovládání domácnosti, další akční jednotky můžou být přidány dle 

konkrétních požadavků. Systém HomeBeacon je postaven tak, aby byl energeticky efektivní, 

což je representováno solárními panely, které napájí každou jednotku BeaconUnit. Další 

důraz je kladen na flexibilitu, která je definována možností jednoduchého rozšíření sítě a 

úpravy jednotlivých jednotek, aby vyhovovaly konkrétním procesům.  

Klíčová slova 

Open-source, Open-hardware, Atmega328p-au, AVR, Arduino, Raspberry Pi 2, 

Solární panely, lithium-ion baterie, TP4056, Bluetooth BLE 4 HM-10, Deployd, Requests, 

Bootstrap, JSON, 3D tisk, PIR, Měření teploty, Měření vlhkosti, Detekce plynu. 
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Shortcuts: 
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BLE  - Bluetooth Low Energy 
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ISP  - In-System Programming 
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IoT  - Internet of Things 
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SCK - Serial Clock 

VDD - Positive Supply Voltage 
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BT - Bluetooth 

BVC - Bluetooth Power Supply  

SCADA - Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
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Introduction 

This thesis deals with open-source and open-hardware solution for intelligent home 

modules. Nowadays, various companies exists which deliver automated and intelligent 

systems to our homes across the world. Their products are both powerful and reliable. 

However the flexibility and purchase price with additional service can be quite high. New 

technologies and open-source community together with open-source development boards 

made programming and system development a lot easier. Apart of this personal computers 

considerably improved IT skills of its users across the whole population. Even though we 

live in consumer society, certain people still appreciate the possibility to make such a system 

by their own. The conditions were never been better for such a project. With tutorials, forums 

and open-source projects all over the internet, small kids can program and create their own 

intelligent home system. 

The motivation for this particular thesis was to have the possibility to monitor and 

control our homes via internet from all over the world. To know the exact state of our home 

appliances such an oven, iron or stove are, can be calming element of our everyday lives. 

Such a system could not only save us substantial amount of money and time but keep us 

from some amount of stress which is the part of everyone’s life today. 

The idea is to create a module which would act as a backbone of intelligent home 

system. All the design and software development will be available for everyone. The 3D 

model of a module’s box will be created in 3D ready format and free software allowing 

everyone to easily adjust the final design. Printed circuit board schematics and layout will 

be designed, tested and adjusted for the best functionality. Battery charging circuit with solar 

panel can be added to improve self-sufficiency of the module. The module should also be 

easy to manufacture and simple to assemble and implement. System is built on ATMEL 

ATmega 328p au as a widely spread and famous microchip with small size and low cost. It 

can be programmed via Arduino IDE and development board with Arduino as ISP open-

source code. This bypasses the necessity to own a programmer which is rather expensive 

piece of equipment.  
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1 Commercial intelligent home systems comparison 

As one look for a smart house system, there are several things which one should keep 

in mind. The main features of such a system are compatibility, functionality, and technical 

support. The best tip is to search for a system, which best suits to customer individual and 

unique needs. The three main properties of a system are functionality, compatibility and 

support. 

Functionality 

Right system is easy to use and dispose with energy and time efficiency. Remote 

access together with internet connection and web browser can help with monitoring the 

entire home. The system should provide easy access to program and its procedures in order 

to perform a variety of actions. Randomized programs can be really helpful because they can 

turn peripherals in smart secured homes on and off to make the home look like occupied 

while empty. Apart of this, voice control commands capabilities can make the system more 

convenient. Depending on your preference, you should also consider whether a system 

requires a wired or wireless setup before committing to have it installed. Some systems even 

have the option for you to subscribe to a security monitoring service. [23] 

Compatibility 

„Another important category for these home automation systems is their 

compatibility. When you’re on the hunt for full-home automation, you need to be sure that 

the product you select will control the peripherals in your house to your satisfaction. A 

hardware controller is designed to be the control centre of your home, try to look for a 

controller that can manage a multitude of devices; this way you have greater options to 

expand the system later on. Some systems are even compatible with security systems, HVAC 

systems or popular media management applications like iTunes and Windows Media Player. 

Look for a controller that supports common home control technologies like Insteon, KNX, 

UPB, X10, Z-Wave and ZigBee“. [23] 

Help & Support 

„If you have a problem, what are your customer service options? Helpful support 

channels include telephone, email, user manuals, tutorials and online documentation. Less 

common support features, such as a live chat option and user forums, can be very helpful 
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as well. Another thing to consider is whether a system requires professional installation or 

not. 

The best home automation solutions include all of the above qualities in ample 

measurements. A feature-filled system that is compatible with your needs is essential as is 

an easily usable configuration with plenty of customer service. It can be difficult to decide 

which kind of smart home you want, but with the systems in our home automation reviews, 

at least you have some options.“ [23] 

1.1 Internet of Things 

The new era of technology arises nowadays. It covers extensive monitoring, flexible 

sensor arrays and control possibilities which one could only dream of just few years ago. 

Development of three key technological areas made this idea possible. The first is 

tremendous progress in the field of wireless technologies, where Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ANT or 

ZigBee ensures the communication among devices with various speeds, distances and low 

power consumption. The second field which helped the existence of IoT is micro-

electromechanical systems also known as MEMS.  

This technological advancement placed accelerometers, gyroscopes, pressure sensors 

and more others inside a tiny chip. Apart of this the development and new technologies for 

Internet and Embedded systems played the key role as well. The idea of IoT is to connect all 

device (“things”) to the internet and create a huge sensor network, which would provide 

enormous amount of precious data. This data can now be efficiently processed, used and 

stored thanks to the new technologies such a compression or data storage capacity are. [32] 

Figure 1 - Internet of thingss visualisation [32] 
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1.2 Sigma Designs 

„Sigma Designs was founded in 1982 and is based in Milpitas, California, with 

locations in Canada, Denmark, France, Israel, Japan and Singapore. In September 2002, 

Sigma Designs and Thirdspace, the broadband TV enablement company, announced that 

they were combining technologies to improve the quality of streaming video solutions over 

broadband Internet Protocol (IP) networks.  

Sigma Designs is an American public 

corporation that designs and builds high-

performance system-on-a-chip semiconductor 

technologies for Internet-based set-top boxes, DVD 

players/recorders, high-definition televisions, media 

processors, digital media adapters, portable media 

players and home connectivity products. In addition 

to platform processing and home network hardware, 

Sigma Designs also offers engineering support 

services and customized integrated circuit development. [24] 

The company develops products for the following connected media 

platforms: IPTV (video over IP) set-top boxes, TV media players (such as Blu-ray), HDTVs, 

multimedia players, digital media adapters, portable media players, and home 

networking products, such as HomePlug AV, HomePNA and G.hn. Sigma Designs owns the 

intellectual property and is one of two chip makers for the Z-Wave home control 

technology. Sigma has alliances with other technology companies, including Microsoft, and 

their products are found in stand-alone full HD multimedia players“. [24]  

Figure 2 - Sigma Designs 

company logo [24] 
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1.3 SmartHome 

SmartHome is a consumer electronics company specializing in home automation 

products, information, how-to videos and industry information. It was created in 1992 by 

Joe Dada III, founder and CEO. It is based in Irvine, California.  

The company supplies controllers, lights, 

thermostats, cameras, wiring systems, Door locks, 

sensors and other home automation means both to 

the end-users and other home automation focused 

companies. Devices provided by SmartHome use networking standard technology called 

INSTEON. 

SmartHome is recognized as a huge store with multiple home systems types and 

components available. The company uses Insteon standard communication protocol. [25] 

1.4 Loxone Miniserver 

It is an Austrian company with worldwide representation. The company offers 

universal products both for direct customers or civil engineering companies. As a special 

advantage Loxone provides project development consultations for free. The key to all 

Loxone functions and special modules is the Loxone Miniserver. This system is available 

for around 370e. Server runs under original Loxone operating software with configuration 

enabled by Loxone Config software. Configuration tool is free of charge and is provided 

with more than 60 function blocks. Loxone system fully supports EIB and KNX standard 

used in home automation. [26] 

Loxone doesn’t provide LCD control panels, but the whole application is accessible 

with website, which can be tested and viewed on the company’s website. Apart of this the 

application is available for mobile devices with iOS and Android operating systems. Both 

the web and mobile app interface are quite similar to each other. Supervisory control features 

are represented by constant monitoring of the current state of functions and processes. Events 

such a closing the blinds or opening the gate can be supervised during the whole cycles. 

Thus the progress of individual processes can be observed.  

 

Figure 3 - SmartHome company 

logo [25] 
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Main advantages of this system are easy installation of the whole system, huge 

amount of original components including wireless devices and simple control and interface. 

It is also possible to easily extend the system at any time and the product’s documentation 

is clear and precise. [26] 

1.5 Comparison 

Apart of few differences among the vendors and manufacturer of individual Home 

automation or IoT components the main differences are defined by communication protocol 

used. Several communication protocols exists. Among the most used ones Insteon, KNX, 

ZigBee and Z-Wave are.  

Insteon communication protocol involves dual-mesh networking topology, where all 

devices are peers and they automatically transmits, receives and repeats message. The 

network itself is considerably stabilized by the function of every device to find errors and 

perform correction of signals before re-transmitting data. The used frequencies are 868MHz 

and 2.4GHz for Europe and 915MHz and 2.4GHz for U.S. [34], [35] 

UPB or Universal Powerline Bus is home automation standard with broad range of 

applications. It uses high-power pulses to control the appliances via power line circuits. This 

technology can store up to two digital bits signal within one AC half-cycle. Since there are 

100 AC half-cycles per second (considering Europe’s 50Hz power grid) the raw speed of 

UPB will be around 200 bits per second. This communication speed is hardly usable for high 

Figure 4 - Loxone visualization application [26] 
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bit-rate applications but it can transmit commands or control appliances with substantial 

stability. [34], [35] 

KNX network communication protocol is a successor to the three previous standards. 

European Home System Protocol (EHS), BatiBUS and European Installation Bus (EIB). It 

is defined for several physical communication media such a twisted pair, Powerline, Radio, 

Inferred or Ethernet are. [33], [34], [35] 

ZigBee network signal resembles Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. They were designed to 

primarily work at 2.4GHz frequency but uses 915MHz in the USA and 866MHz in Europe. 

ZigBee operates as mesh network system. Thus the reliability of such a network depends on 

the amount of units present in the system. Every new repeater in the network can 

considerably improve the stability of network. With bad design of the network single point 

failure can makes the whole network inoperable. [33], [34], [35] 

Z-wave is a communication standard, which operates at 908.42MHz in USA and 

868.42MHz in Europe. Similarly to ZigBee this communication protocol is also designed 

into mesh structure. Theoretically Z-wave can contain up to 232 nodes, but multiple issues 

with compatibility are being reported in networks exceeding 30 nodes. [33], [34], [35] 

Table 1 - Home automation protocols comparison [33], [34], [35] 

Protocol Power Line Radio Frequency Data Rate API Open Source 
Insteon Yes 0.86/0.91/2.4GHz 13 165bit/s Yes No 
KNX Yes 0.868GHz 9600bit/s Yes No 
UPB Yes no 200bit/s No No 

ZigBee No 0.915/0.86/2.4GHz 250kbit/s Yes No 
Z-Wave no 0.908/0.86GHz 250kbit/s yes No 
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2 Module Design 

The main task for the application of intelligent home systems is to design individual 

modules which could sense, control and monitor. In this thesis multiple sensor array modules 

which could control several action units are covered. There are multiple features one should 

consider. Among the most crucial ones communication, placement, design, power supply, 

system architecture and sensor types are.  

As for wire or wire-less approach the wire-less communication is the aim of this 

system. The placement of individual modules is highly dependent on power supply solution. 

Individual sensing modules are expected to be fully powered by solar energy which is 

harvested during the days and stored in single 3.7V lithium-ion battery for nights. Thus the 

placement is reserved to be near windows or in sufficiently lighted areas. The system is based 

on ATMEL microprocessor and the main code is written in Processing programming 

language which is highly common for open-source Arduino application. Types of sensors 

can be adjusted to meet the individual room’s needs. Sensing modules are built to support 

multiple sensors and to be easily expanded with new ones as to be downgraded where some 

sensors would be pointless and cost-ineffective.  

Sensing modules designed by this project are called Beacon Units. The idea is to have 

one module for every area or room which is about to be monitored or controlled. Modules 

would represent beacons in a scalable network array sending and receiving data from one 

central sever.  

Figure 5 - System structure 
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2.1  Communication 

Concluded communication solution was picked with respect to several requirements. 

Among the most crucial ones power consumption, health safety, cost-effectivity and easy 

use are.  

Since all Beacon Units are expected to be fully wireless, the demand for low energy 

consumption and sleep mode possibility is significant. Because sleep mode can be achieved 

externally by controlling the communication module by microchip on the board of Beacon 

Unit, the transmission power consumption is the key.  

The power consumption varies according to the range and data bitrate. Since the 

Beacon Units are expected to send and receive mostly only sensor and true or false values, 

the bitrate is mostly off the hook. Additionally, the range in a standard home will most 

probably not exceed few dozen meters. With these conclusions one can easily dismiss few 

wireless options available on the market. Wi-Fi 802.11 would be most probably the worst 

solution. It has bitrate around 54Mbit/s (not needed) and power consumption around 80mW 

(enormously high for solar powered lithium-ion battery). ZigBee network with XBee 

hardware antennas could fit quite well for this particular task (with power consumption and 

data bit rate consideration) although it is designed for wide range applications. However, the 

current purchase price on the market is way too high and it would cost more than all other 

components of the Beacon Unit. The last pair of wireless solutions is ANT and BLE which 

are quite similar to each other. The best solution is BLE (Bluetooth low energy) since it has 

lower power consumption and lower purchase price on today’s market. The main advantage, 

which stands by ANT network, is the possibility to form Mesh topology. However this 

topology is not crucially demanded by this thesis plus it would consume more power and 

could lead to shortages of power during winters (considering northern hemisphere) and 

periods of cloudy weathers. [7], [10], [9], [8] 
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2.2 Types of Sensor 

Various sensors could be used in solar powered intelligent home module. The key 

functions, which are expected from such a device, are sensing the temperature, humidity, 

motion, gas leakage, noise level as well as frequent capture of a camera picture. There are 

dozens different manufacturers and hundreds different types of sensor. The final sensors 

should meet these conditions: 

Cost-effectivity – the purchase price of a sensor should not exceed 5% of the whole 

module. Thus sensor accuracy should be close to the maximum relevant tolerance for the 

user. This particular project does not count with measurements of the temperature in the 

house at a level of hundredths. Extremely small differences in measured values, which will 

never be detected by any user, are considered useless. 

Figure 6 - System Block Diagram 
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Compatibility – sensors should be compatible with the MCU selected and their use 

should not be significantly slowing down the running code. 

Power consumption – since the module proposal is to run on the battery for the 

whole night and be able to charge from small solar panel, power consumption of individual 

sensors is crucial to its operation.  

2.3 Placement 

Next crucial tasks to ensure smooth functionality is proper positioning of Beacon 

Units in rooms. This is due to the idea of solar energy used as a power source for the modules. 

Solar panels attached to the Beacon Unit are about to deliver 0.5-1W of power during shiny 

day (considering the size of solar panel is similar to BeaconUnit). Panels would be attached 

to the front or back side of a module and would be directly connected to the charging circuit 

located on PCB of BeaconUnit. The amount of energy harvested during the day needs to 

hold out even for the night cycles. With power consumption expectations around 20-30mAh 

the module would consume up to 720mAh per day which is roughly one third of total 

capacity of battery used in the module. Considering the 5-6 and 6-7 hours long charging 

cycles depending on winter or summer season, solar panels should be able to produce up to 

144mAh per hour to be on a safe side even in winter times.  

 Pure solar energy which is delivered by our Sun in wide range of wavelengths 

is significantly filtered before feeding into the solar panels. The main relevant problem for 

this particular task is a window. Numbers of different types of windows with different 

properties had been installed or are being produced nowadays. With more attention to saving 

the energy by insulation of our households, special types of plastic winnows are commonly 

used. Although plastic windows appear to filter only negligible amount of light, the opposite 

is true. Solar panels seem to have significantly lower power output while operating behind 

the plastic window or any other highly insulating window. Within the marginal values of 

solar energy income critical drops can be found as shown in graph named as Attachment 1. 

Solar Panel1 stands for module in front of the window while Solar Panel2 was attached 

behind the window just 100mm from the first one, therefore under the same lightning 

conditions. The measurement took approximately five hours with measurement every 

second. Weather was partially cloudy and the measurement was taken in common flat 

apartment in Ostrava, the Czech Republic. The window view and weather conditions are 

also shown in the attachment as Attachment 2 and Attachment 3 
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This particular problem can be overcome by few solutions. The first solution is to 

elongate solar panel wiring of the module in order the solar panels could be attached on the 

outdoor side of the window as shown in the measurement as Solar Panel1. Next solution is 

to connect solar panel with greater power output which means larger solar panels. 

2.4 Communication Possibilities 

Various models of the Bluetooth wireless adapter can be used. Among the most used 

minimal module types are HC-05, HC-06, HC-07, HC-08, HC-09, HM-10 and HM-11. For 

the purpose of this project the HC-05 and HM-10 were physically compared to uncover any 

significant differences. Other modules were compared on the basis of their datasheets and 

market research. Three crucial power consumption modes were compared. The power 

consumption at the pairing with other module is marked as Power start. The power 

consumption during sending and receiving data after pairing up is marked as Power working. 

And the power consumption at sleep mode if available is marked as Sleep mode. The current 

price and approach to the setting commands were also compared. Whether the setting 

commands for particular module type require CR and/or LF is listed on the last row.  

Table 2 - Bluetooth module comparison [19], [20], [21], [22] 

Module: HC05 HC06 HC07 HC08 HC09 HM10 HM11 
Power start 40mA 40mA 40mA 40mA 40mA 50mA 50mA 
Power 
working 

8mA 8mA 8mA 8mA 8mA 8.5mA 8.5mA 

Sleep mode N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1.5mA 1.5mA 
Price 4.46e 5.35e 7.58e 7.25e 4.7e 5.5e 7.84e 
AT com. CRLF none none none none none none 

2.5 Bluetooth Star Typology 

The serial communication which is bridged by Bluetooth modules runs by default at 

9600 Bauds. Higher baud rates can be set with command “AT+BAUD[paraX]“ with values 

swon in table below. 

Table 3 - Baud rate setting for bluetooth modules HM-10 [22] 

Parameter X [paraX] Baud rate 
para0 9600 
para1 19200 
para2 38400 
para3 57600 
para4 115200 
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 Data is being sent by individual cycles. Since the whole cycle is sent within fraction 

of a second and the real sampling frequency is about every 3 seconds, the Bluetooth modules 

can be powered down for a long period of time resulting in even more power saving. 

However, this can be rather difficult with star topology network since Bluetooth modules 

requires a certain amount of time to pair up. The pairing sequence is visible by LED state of 

every module. The searching mode or not connected is represented by blinking with 

frequency above 2Hz. After connection of Bluetooth modules the blinking of control LED 

is changed to frequency below 1Hz and the blinking state of both LEDs is synchronized. 

 

The main idea of star topology is one Bluetooth module (in this case the one on the 

side of Raspberry Pi 2 as a server) which connects to the rest of the modules in the network 

one by one. The standard time needed for Bluetooth HM 6 modules to pair up was measured 

in the early stages of this thesis. The result time was about five seconds. With the new 

Bluetooth HM 10 modules and BLE 4 protocol the amount of time needed to pair up is about 

one second. 

In order to ensure proper functionality of system, where 3-6 Beacon Units are 

expected in the most applications, the pairing time needs to be less than one second.  

 

  

Figure 7 - Two bluetooth modules paired up 
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3 Realization of Designed Model 

Next objective of this thesis was to build the proposed system. System is about to 

handle wireless communication via Bluetooth protocol. This approach uses master/slave 

communication method between server and individual BeaconUnit. System’s server unit is 

built on Raspberry Pi. The task of BeacoUnits is to collect desired data, process them and 

sent them to the server. Server then updates the database with newly collected data and the 

visual application will display new data from the database. The inputs for this particular task 

were originated from previous chapters. Among inputs for the realization of model where 

these features: 

 MCU selected as ATmga328p-AU 

 Bluetooth BLE 4, HM-10 Module 

 Solar powered 3.7V lithium-ion battery 

 3D printed box for the Beacon module 

 USB port as additional power 
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3.1 Power Supply 

Each beacon unit is equipped with lithium-ion 3.7V battery with 2100mAh. The 

biggest power drains are ATmega 328p microchip, Bluetooth Hm-10 BLE4 module and the 

gas sensor MQ-5 in measuring mode. Table1 defines the power consumption of individual 

components both in active or sleep mode. Since the power consumption of the whole module 

is around 45mAh the battery will last approximately 47 hours. 

In order to bring relevance for wireless operation solar panels were included to the 

solution. Every unit contains one 0.5W solar panel with dimensions corresponding to the 

module itself. Solar panels are capable of delivering around 100mA at 5V. 

Table 4 - Power consumption of board components 

Component Active mode Sleep mode 

ATMEGA 328p 1-3mA[3],[4] 1uA[3],[4] 

Bluetooth HM10[10] 9(transmission) 20mA(search)[10] 800uA[10] 

GAS sensor MQ-5 160mA[5] 10mA[5] 

LCD 1602A 105mA(backlight on)[16] 5mA(backlight off)[16] 

DHT11 temp sensor 2.5mA[11] 150uA[11] 

PIR sensor module 65mA[6] 5uA[6] 

Charging of the 3.7V lithium-ion battery is ensured by TTC4056 chip circuitry. The 

charging circuit takes 4.5-6,5V as an input converts it to 4.2V and outputs to the battery. 

While the charging voltage is fixed at 4.2V, charging current can be set by program resistors 

varying from 130 to 1000mA described by table below. [1] 

Table 5 - Charging current settings of TP4056 [2] 

PROG resistor (kΩ) BAT current(mA) 

10 130 

5 250 

4 300 

3 400 

2 580 

1.66 690 

1.5 780 

1.32 900 

1.2 1000 
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Charging circuit consist of central LTC4056 chip and several additional resistors, 

capacitors and control LEDs. Resistors R1 and R4 are used as voltage divider and sensitivity 

adjustment for temperature protection. Resistors R8 and R6 are current protective resistor, 

resistor R7 stands for internal resistance of wire which should not exceed 0.5 ohm and 

resistor R5 is charging current control resistor. LED5 and LED4 indicates the state of 

charging circuit both in charge or standby mode. Capacitor C1 provides input bypass and C2 

operates as stabilizer of constant voltage, if the battery is connected via longer leads, 

resulting in higher series inductance. [1] 

3.2 Design 

The module is designed in Google Sketchup, free software available to everyone with easy 

and simple interface. This software is also .stl ready, which ensures simple exports into 3D 

printable formats. By this open approach anyone can easily adjust shape, layout and other 

properties fitting one’s desired outcome. 

The structure of the whole box is rather simple one. The rectangular box with wall thickness 

of 1.5mm and dimensions 130x80mm. 

 The main visible features are LED panel with control buttons and solar panel. Solar 

panel is expected to harvest solar energy both from front or back side depending on the 

position relative to the window. Few control buttons are used for physical monitoring of 

measured sensor data and different modes selection.  

Figure 8 - Battery charging circuit 
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 By this approach new module can by 3D printed in everyone’s home is just few hours 

and assembled in few minutes.  

 The surface of 3D printed box can be smoothened by acetone. 

 

 

Figure 9 - 3D design of Beacon Unit module 
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3.3 System Architecture 

The code is written in processing language and was developed inside original 

Arduino IDE software. The code itself runs in endless loop, checking for the desired sensor 

data and sending it to the server. In order to lower the energy consumption frequent sleep 

modes are in place. The ideal loop will check for the data send it and go to sleep for pre-set 

time duration depending on the user preferences. Communication with server is ensured with 

HM-10 Bluetooth Low Energy module, which is soldered on the top of the board. The 

communication pins (RX and TX) can be accessed via on-board jumper and yellow LEDs 

were added to monitor the communication visually. The charging circuitry is designed to 

work only when the input voltage from solar panels is powerful enough to charge the 3,7V 

battery. Battery can be also charge via on-board USB mini port attached to the charging 

circuitry.  

Among standard sensors, which were added to the original board design are 

temperature, humidity, gas and motion sensors. Apart of this, additional 3 analogue and 4 

digital sensors can be added according to desired needs. 

The board itself was designed to fit on one side of PCB. Mostly SMD components 

were used in order to minimize the costs, material and size. The package used is 1206. 

Cadsoft Eagle software was used for designing the board.  

The Beacon Unit runs on ATMEL ATmega328p au microchip. This particular chip 

was selected with respect to the well-known and widely spread development boards called 

Arduino. This ensures possibility to use some open-source libraries and forum supports 

which are available on the internet.  

LCD display is controlled by microchip via 4-wire data connection mode. Individual 

pins are connected through B and D ports. Detailed pinout is described in the table below. 

Table 6 - MCU to LCD pin connection 

ATmega 328p AU pin LCD pin 

PB3 RS (Register select signal) 

PB2 E (Enable signal) 

PB1 DB4 Data bus pin 4 

PB0 DB5 Data bus pin 5 

PD7 DB6 Data bus pin 6 

PD6 DB7 Data bus pin 7 

PD5 Backlight LED + 
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The additional pins of ATmega are used for gas, motion, humidity and temperature 

sensors as well as for Bluetooth module and extra additional analogue and digital pins, which 

offers the possibility to expand module’s function. The microchip supports I2C bus, which 

enables to connect multiple devices without need for any other pin usage. Several pins were 

not connected to the board at all due to their uselessness and lack of additional space for 

PCB traces crossing behind the microchip. Pins AVCC, AREF and PC2 are such a pins. The 

communication with server is provided by Bluetooth module through RX and TX 

communication pins. Additional direct connection with these pins is possible via jumper 6. 

The KEY pin of Bluetooth module is operated by pin PD3. The power for module is provided 

by PD2 pin via 3.3V linear regulator. Bluetooth module HM-10 works at 5V as well, 

however it is designed to operate at 3.3V. Powering the module from 5V pin of ATmega can 

shortened the lifespan. 

Microchip is programmed via SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface). Special jumper 

connector is provided on the board with all SPI pins (MISO, MOSI, SCK and RESET).  

Figure 10 - ATmega 328p AU pinout 
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Aiming for the open-source intelligent home solution, the source code was written in 

Arduino IDE (integrated development environment). Arduino development boards and other 

modules are widely known, easy to work with and highly affordable products. 

„Arduino is an open-source electronics platform based on easy-to-use hardware and 

software. It's intended for anyone making interactive projects. “ 

It is being developed by Italian company with millions of users across the whole 

world. This particular features and facts ensures higher possibility of more users for this 

project.  

However Arduino IDE can be easy to implement projects for original Arduino 

platforms it is not the same to upload it to stand-alone MCUs. Arduino development boards 

use bootloaders and USB serial communication to upload the hex file generated by Arduino 

IDE software.  

Standard ASIX Presto programmer was used to program the ATMEL ATmega 328p-

au Microchip. Software picked up for performing this task is called UP and is quite common 

for ASIX Presto programmers. This software includes extensively high amount of 

microchips core files, needed for proper programming procedure.  

The programming cycle had to be adjusted in software settings because several 

discharging errors occurred while programming. This was due to presence of some 

capacitors on the board which are used in charging circuit. The delay for VDD switching 

off/on when supplied from programmer was increased from 10000µs to 20000µs. 

Figure 11 - SPI connector 
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While uploading the hex file written in processing language with Arduino 

ATmega328p core files, using the UP software and ASIX programmer, classical pin 

mapping was needed for proper function. The pinout used is stated in figure 9. 

One of several system’s main advantages is the size of the board. SMD components 

were picked with respect to the final dimensions of photosensitive material, which is quite 

expensive and difficult to work with in large dimensions. Apart of that, the CadSoft EAGLE 

software is free only up to 100 x 80 mm board dimensions. Possibility to maintain the board 

schematics and layout in freeware solution of widely spread software can make the whole 

project even more open to the other users. 

With small-sized board one can easily create such a board in home with standard and 

in-expensive components. Simple UV exposure device was assembled and few boards were 

created in home environment as a test. Standard photosensitive material was exposed to UV 

light source for around 4 minutes with the transparent cover sheet of the board printed with 

laser printer. Photographic developer was used on the board right after exposure for about 4 

minutes as well. In the last crucial step the board was subjected to etching solution of iron 

(III) chloride, also known as ferric chloride. 

A 9V power source was selected for the exposure device. The UV light source 

consists of ninety-six 3000mcd UV LEDs. One LED operates with 3.3V at 20mA. Individual 

LEDs were hooked up into segments each containing 3 LEDs with ballast resistor. The 

resistors used were 470 Ohm up to 1W. By Ohm’s law: 

𝑈 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝐼 (1) 

𝑅 =
𝑈

𝐼
=

12

20∙10−3 = 600 𝑂ℎ𝑚𝑠 (2) 

The printed circuit board schematics and layout is listed in the attachments as 

Attachment 8 and Attachment 9. The design includes twenty branches, each containing four 

5mm UV 3000mcd LEDs. The board also contains 20 current limitation resistors and power 

jumper. Individual branches are connected in parallel and LEDs are connected in series 

reducing the operating voltage from 12V of input power source to 3V. 
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Wireless communication was chosen for this project in order to save everyone’s 

home from hundreds meters of wiring. The most suited approach for this particular project 

is Bluetooth BLE 4. The reasons leading to final conclusion are mention in chapter 1.1. 

Several issues needed to be overcome when using the BLE 4 modules. The wiring itself is 

pretty straightforward. Modules are controlled by KEY pin, which performs the settings. 

Apart of that the RX and TX communication lines are hooked up and after connection is 

initialized, pins are paired with other module. 

Bluetooth modules are 3.3V devices which do not completely match with standard 

ATmega328p’s digital pin output values since most of the AVR and other MCUs runs on 

5V. Simple 3.3V linear regulator with expected input voltage around 4-10V was chosen to 

overcome this problem. While designing the board and code multiple modules were tested 

running at 5V for couple of hours without any damage or improper functionality. However 

long term use will most likely lead to shorter lifespan of the component.  

  

Figure 12 - UV exposure test device (top-left: box construction and 

aluminium foil coating; top-right: 96 LEDs wiring on breadboard; bottom-left: UV 

exposure with PCB layout map; bottom-right: developed board ready for etching 

solution) 
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3.4 Model Assembly 

The realization of a model for laboratory tests on the department of Control and 

Automation at VSB-TUO consists of one Beacon unit with all sensor array, one Action Unit 

and Server module Raspberry Pi 2. The system and open-source codes are the same as codes 

of projected system. The model itself can by tested in laboratory conditions with intensive 

electromagnetic noise which is present in the laboratory of department of Control and 

Automation. Multiple range and communication stability tests can be performed as well as 

the battery power management system.  

Several LEDs were added on the board of BeaconUnit to ensure simple determination 

of current working state. Six main LEDs are attached just under the Bluetooth module and 

one is located near USB port. The serial communication is displayed by TX and RX LEDs 

which are hooked up to the ATmega serial communication pins via 330 ohm resistors. 

Another two LEDs are used for Bluetooth module itself. BVC LED shows the power 

availability for the Bluetooth module and BT LED is connected to the indicator LED of the 

module. The connected or searching state can be distinguished by BT LED. Next series of 

two diodes belongs to the TP4056 battery charging circuitry. LED5 indicates that charging 

takes place while LED4 is indication of stand-by mode. The LED3, which is located near 

USB port is designed to indicate the power on the port. 

  

Figure 13 - LEDs design on PCB 
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The LCD panel is connected from 8x2 jumper port. All necessary control pins for the 

LCD are connected except the RW pin, which is hooked low to define write mode. Since the 

four pin connection was used for LCD to spare four additional pins for sensor array, pins 

DB0-DB3 are hooked to ground. The image showing layout of connector on printed circuit 

board is listed below. Pin numbering of jumper component in Eagle board layout does not 

match Eagle schematics. LCD connector has following pins: 

Table 7 - LCD connector description 

Connector Pin (MCU pin) LCD pin (purpose) 
1 (N/A) VCC 
2 (N/A) GND 
3 (PB3) RS (H/L Register select signal) 
4 (N/A) Vo (Contrast Adjustment) 
5 (PB2) E (H/L Enable signal) 
6 (N/A) RW (Read/Write signal – GND) 
7 (N/A) DB0 (Data bus line – GND) 
8(N/A) DB1 (Data bus line – GND) 
9(N/A) DB2 (Data bus line – GND) 
10(N/A) DB3 (Data bus line – GND) 
11(PB1) DB4 (Data bus line) 
12(PB0) DB5 (Data bus line) 
13(PD6) DB6 (Data bus line) 
14(PD7) DB7 (Data bus line) 
15(N/A) LED GND 
16(PD5) LED VCC 

The LCD connector on board is listed in the figure below. Just above the connector, 

there is 1Kohm SMD potentiometer for adjusting the LCD screen.  

 

Figure 14 - LCD connector layout 
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The future development of the system can bring various new features such a 

connectivity to Internet of Things or control of radio-waves devices. The model appearance 

is listed below. The first picture was dedicated to the outer look with LCD panel displaying 

the version of software running on the device, current temperature and humidity. The second 

figure aims to the inner composition where LCD connected to the main board, battery, 

Bluetooth module and solar panel originally attached to the back of the module are visible.  

The model for testing and demonstration purposes was equipped with DHT11 

temperature and humidity sensor as well as USB port, Bluetooth BLE 4 HM 10 module, 

tp4056 battery charger circuitry, LCD panel and connector to PIR and GAS sensors. External 

16.000MHz oscillator was connected to XTAL1 and XTAL2 pins to ensure proper 

functionality of the sensor array.   

Figure 15 - Model of Beacon Unit V 3.0 

Figure 16 – The inner composition of Beacon Unit V 3.0 
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3.5 SCADA/HMI Solution 

Synoptic visualization is used for controlling the system and read the data from its 

sensors. The human machine interface is divided into two categories. First category is World 

Wide Web category. This chapter deals with design of an application which would be easily 

accessible from all over the world. The application would be connected with web server 

running on Raspberry Pi 2 or some available hosting. The final version is written in HTML 

and together with JavaScript and Deployd database server offers interface for the users via 

multiple PC platforms. Second and simpler part is represented by LCD screens of individual 

Beacon Units. This LCD screen will provide data measurements information and with series 

of buttons, several tasks, settings and checks can be performed.  

The visualization was firstly proposed to be realized in Control Web 6 software. First 

layout of the control screen and data acquisition procedure where created in this software. 

The HMI application was designed to send various commands to the BeaconUnit via serial 

interface. Temperature gauges together with histogram where the first sensor data to 

visualize. The layout of this interface is shown in a figure 17: 

Figure 17 -Control Web 6 software HMI layout 
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However this software is not an open-source and thus it is not possible to run it 

without expensive key. With freeware copy only time-limited application may run and for 

the purpose of this thesis this would be completely pointless. With these findings I have 

decided to abandon the idea of running this particular thesis in Control Web 6. The idea of 

open source project would then by supressed. The other disadvantage is that only few users 

of such a system would be expected to know programming interface of Control Web 6. More 

likely it is to expect from the users some basic knowledge of HTML and JavaScript.  

During the Hackathon Competition at VSB-TUO I had the privilege to be in the 

winning together with another two programmers Jan Fluksa and Martin Mikula who are 

listed in acknowledgment. During and after the 30 hours long programming competition they 

helped me to understand JavaScript and Deployd open source software. Because of that the 

HMI of this thesis is programmed in these languages.  

The data acquisition throughout the system is divided into three steps. First step is to 

read the data from sensors and action control units and store it to the BeaconUnit module. 

The data are then processed by BeaconUnit and sent to the raspberry Pi via on-board 

Bluetooth module. Program running on the Raspberry Pi then updates the server database 

via JSON queries. The communication block diagram is listed in figure 18.  

  

Figure 18 - Communication diagram 
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3.5.1 Data Acquisition 

The acquisition of sensor data is performed by general I/O pins of Raspberry Pi 2. 

Individual components are either wired to the pin port of the Raspberry Pi 2 board or 

connected via Bluetooth module. In the first option the logical input is being scanned for all 

selected pins, while for the second option the data are being delivered by string bursts from 

individual Beacon Units. The data bursts coming in are composed of multiple sensor data, 

which are then being processed and written to the board’s memory and synchronized with 

database. 

The python code part, which makes the general purpose input/output pins available 

and synchronizes it with the database, is listed below: 

 ###########################general purpose input/output pins import########################### 

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 

###############################API address to the element################################### 

APIurlLED1 = http://192.168.137.1:2403/aktivni-prvky/1354d90af8e92813 

##############################JSON dumps to update the database############################# 

LED1_ON = json.dumps({"active":"true","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"1354d90af8e92813"}) 

LED1_OFF = json.dumps({"active":"false","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"1354d90af8e92813"}) 

####################################pin assignment####################################### 

led1=15 

#################################pin I/O mode settings##################################### 

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BOARD) 

GPIO.setup(led1,GPIO.OUT) 

#####################################LED1_status######################################## 

 led1request = requests.get("APIurlLED1") 

 led1status=led1request.json()['active'] 

############################LED1 control with deployd##################################### 

 if led1status == 'false': 

  GPIO.output (led1,GPIO.LOW)  

 elif led1status == "true": 

  GPIO.output(led1,GPIO.HIGH) 

#############################SERVER UPDATE FUNCTION############################## 

if GPIO.input(led1)==1: 

r = requests.put(APIurlLED1, LED1_ON) #turns the led1 on 

 

http://192.168.137.1:2403/aktivni-prvky/1354d90af8e92813
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I n order to properly transmit data across the created network, the Bluetooth modules 

need to be in place at the server and Beacon Units sides. The connection and initialization is 

slightly different in comparison with Linux interface (Raspberry Pi 2) and Atmel ATmega 

328p (Beacon Unit) interface. The pin connection for the Raspberry Pi 2 is listed below: 

Table 8 - Bluetooth module to Raspberry Pi 2 connection 

Rpi 2 GPIO pin BT module pin 

5V (Pin #2) VCC 

GND (Pin #6) GND 

TXD (Pin #8) RXD 

5V(Pin #4) KEY(AT MODE) 

RXD (Pin #10) TXD 

The raspberry’s setting files were updated in order to initialize the Bluetooth module. 

In the configuration file /boot/cmdline.txt the “console” and “kgdboc” sections were deleted 

to release the TX and RX pins from default Raspberry use, so it can be used in the system’s 

program. Apart of this in the  /etc/inittab file the serial initialization line was commented. 

The line is listed below: 

#T0:23:respawn:/sbin/getty -L ttyAMA0 115200 vt100 

The serial port is then access via Linux software called Minicom. The command line 

entries to install and open this software are listed below: 

$ sudo apt-get install minicom 

$ minicom -b 9600 -o -D /dev/ttyAMA0 

Figure 19 - Raspberry Pi 2 pinnout[28] 
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The standard AT commands and initialization is then performed to set up the module. 

At the Beacon Unit side the Arduino USB light serial adapter was used to handle the 

serial communication. The Bluetooth module was already connected to the board of Beacon 

Unit. The pin connection was similar to the previous one.  

Table 9 - Bluetooth module to ATmega328p connection 

Atmega328p BT module pin 

PD2 (INT 2) VCC 

GND  GND 

PD0 (INT0, TX) RXD 

PD3 (INT 3) KEY(AT MODE) 

PD1 (INT1, RX) TXD 

The connection of USB adapter to the Bluetooth module on board of Beacon Unit 

was performed directly to the individual pins of Bluetooth module for initialization and 

setting. The Arduino IDE Serial Monitor was used to send the proper commands. Most of 

the Bluetooth module types are pre-set by manufacturer to communicate in command mode 

with baud rate at 9600. Apart of the HC-05 module all newer versions require no carriage 

return (CR) nor line feed (LF). The Serial Monitor setting was set to No line ending mode. 

The Bluetooth module is controlled via AT commands the most useful settings are 

adjusted by: 

 AT: Check the connection (returns OK) 

 AT+NAME : See default name 

 AT+ADDR : see default address 

 AT+VERSION : See version 

 AT+UART : See baud ate 

 AT+ROLE: See role of bt module(1=master/0=slave) 

 AT+RESET : Reset and exit AT mode 

 AT+ORGL : Restore factory settings 

 AT+PSWD: see default password 
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The sensor data can be then sent by standard serial communication with string bursts. 

The initialization of serial communication on BeaconUnit side is listed below: 

#include <dht2.h> 

dht DHT; 

void setup() { 

Serial.begin(9600);  } 

void loop() { 

DHT.read11(dht_dpin); 

Serial.print("Current humidity = "); 

    Serial.print(DHT.humidity); 

    Serial.print("%  "); 

    Serial.print("temperature = "); 

    Serial.print(DHT.temperature);  

    Serial.println("C  ");  } 

 

The program itself, which takes care of the data collected by the server is written in 

Python. After data acquisition it updates the server database by JSON dumps. The beginning 

of the code is listed in Figure 18: 

Figure 20 - API synchronization with Server 

3.5.2 Application programming interface Data Server 

API of the system is built on Deployd software. This software consists of a simple 

core library, with a modular API needed for extensions of individual applications. Deployd 

is an open source platform running under Apache license version 2.0. It is possible to 

perform advanced queries over HTTP and push real time data to other clients over Web 

Sockets. The main advantage of Deployd is, that it takes care of backend service complexity 

and provides flexible way to build the front-end. [17] 

System structure is built on Node.js and MongoDB. The server-side itself is built 

with JavaScript. All API data are stored as JSON. 
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JSON also known as JavaScript Object Notation, is used for transmitting data objects 

of attributes and values as pairs. It is open standard format with human-readable text. The 

main usage is to transmit data between a web application and a server. It is an alternative to 

widely used XML. JSON is considered to be an ideal data-interchange language because it 

is completely language independent with familiar conventions used in the C-family of 

languages, including C, C++, C#, Java, JavaScript, Perl, Python, and many others as well. 

[12], [13] 

 

Figure 21 - Deployd Dashboard Interface 

All the data information and structures are easily set via Deployd Dashboard (IDE). 

Multiple data formats can be set for individual elements. The options are: 

 String (standard string format) 

 Boolean (as true or false) 

 Array  

 Number (with support of floating point values) 

 Object  

Every element is provided with automatic and original id code as shown in the first 

column in the figure above. Through this id, JSON interchange element’s values are adjusted 

via requests quires. [14] 
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Requests is a HTTP library licensed under Apache2, written in Python with few 

idioms in mind: 

 Beautiful is better than ugly. 

 Explicit is better than implicit. 

 Simple is better than complex. 

 Complex is better than complicated. 

 Readability counts. 

A large percentage of today‘s open source projects is GPL Licensed. GPL license 

have its own disadvantages. The main problem is, that a project which is created under GPL 

License can be used for commercial products only when it is being distributed as open source 

as well.  

The MIT, BSD, ISC, and Apache2 licenses are great alternatives to the GPL that 

allow your open-source software to be used freely in proprietary, closed-source software. 

Python’s library urllib2 provides most of the HTTP capabilities as well, but the API 

is thoroughly broken. It is not effective and clean approach. Example code with use of 

Requests vs. urllib2 is shown below.  

Code with urllib2: 

import urllib2 

 gh_url = 'https://api.github.com' 

 req = urllib2.Request(gh_url) 

 password_manager = urllib2.HTTPPasswordMgrWithDefaultRealm() 

password_manager.add_password(None, gh_url, 'user', 'pass') 

 auth_manager = urllib2.HTTPBasicAuthHandler(password_manager) 

opener = urllib2.build_opener(auth_manager) 

 urllib2.install_opener(opener) 

 handler = urllib2.urlopen(req) 

 print handler.getcode() 

print handler.headers.getheader('content-type') 

Code with Requests: 

import requests 

 r = requests.get('https://api.github.com', auth=('user', 'pass')) 

 print r.status_code 

print r.headers['content-type'] 

Significantly shorter code can be achieved while using Requests approach rather than 

urllib2. This feature is key advantage in open-source application, helping even the beginners 

to temper with the code and adjust it. 
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Four main procedures can be performed by requests updates queries. 

PUT, which is used for updating the value of existing attribute. 

POST, used to create new element 

GET, used to acquire the current state of certain value of existing attribute. 

DELETE, used for erasing existing element. 

The HMI system has multiple variables, which are being stored, controlled and 

visualized. The project so far consists of several database elements. The first table deals with 

action-elements, which runs the on/off buttons of applications and control the lightning and 

appliances connected to server though Beacon Unit modules. 

 

This is the definition of address to the element: 

APIurlLED1 = "http://192.168.137.1:2403/aktivni-prvky/1354d90af8e92813" 

APIurlLED2 = "http://192.168.137.1:2403/aktivni-prvky/004d1d5e388b58e7" 

APIurlFOTO = "http://192.168.137.1:2403/events/" 

APIurlTV2 = "http://192.168.137.1:2403/aktivni-prvky/9ec00518f24a580d" 

APIurlTV1 = "http://192.168.137.1:2403/aktivni-prvky/40e4c1945c19b9a3" 

The example code of switch via JSON query is shown below: 

ON = json.dumps({"active":"true","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"1354d90af8e92813"}) 

OFF = json.dumps({"active":"false","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"1354d90af8e92813"}) 

  

Figure 22 - active elements table 
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The table has four attributes. The first one is ID of an object, which is mandatory, 

automatic and original to every single record. Second is Boolean-type variable which carries 

the information about the state of the element (whether it is turned on or off). The last two 

are string variables and provide the information of where the element is located in the 

controlled home and what is the name of the element. The python code, which sent all the 

necessary data to the database server is shown below: 

 Table 10 - Data of database table called Aktivni-Prvky  

ID Active Room Name 
1354d90af8e92813 true/false Kitchen Light1 
9ec00518f24a580d true/false Kitchen Light2 
004d1d5e388b58e7 true/false Kitchen TV1 
40e4c1945c19b9a3 true/false Living Room TV2 
b715f474fdd30998 true/false Living Room Light3 

The other table states the information of event based elements. The doorbell camera 

was connected to the Raspberry’s camera port and code was implemented into server’s 

program to take a picture whenever someone is using doorbell. When this particular event 

occurs, the Raspberry takes a picture with the camera, converts it into base64 text file format 

and sends a JSON query to the web database with other information. 

 

The other information required for this elements are ID, datetime, picture and state. 

The ID is again automatic and original string, which represents individual elements in the 

table. Datetime is information about when exactly did the event occur. This information is 

generated by the python code on Raspberry, thus the correct datetime setting on Raspberry 

is essential for proper handling of this property. The python code, which takes a picture, 

converts it to base 64, sets the current date in specific format and sent it through JSON 

Requests query to the database is shown below: 

  

Figure 23 - Deployd table properties called Events 
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import time, picamera, requests, json, base64, datetime 

if GPIO.input(door)==1: 

format= "%d.%m.%Y %H:%M" 

today= datetime.datetime.today() 

cas=today.strftime(format) 

camera.resolution=(width, height) 

camera.capture('/home/pi/Desktop/FOTOname.png') 

with open("/home/pi/Desktop/FOTOname.png", "rb") as image_file: 

FOTO = base64.b64encode(image_file.read()) 

r=requests.post(http://localhost:2403, json.dumps({"picture":FOTO,"seen":"false","datetime":cas})) 

The second table has also four attributes. Original ID is first attribute here as well. 

Next attribute is Datetime, which is generated by Raspberry’s python code and stored as 

information about exact time when the event occurs. Picture field stores the image in base64 

format (as a string). Last information is Boolean-type field which holds the value of whether 

the event was acknowledged by the user or not. By default is set to false. False state initiates 

the highlight of the Doorbell site in the HMI as well as sent a notification sound to the 

speakers of PC, if the HMI is currently open in the browser. 

Table 11 - Data of database table called Events 

ID Datetime Picture Seen 
d41f4f63f4e07908 20.4.2015 16:47 Kitchen true/false 

 

  

http://localhost:2403/
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3.5.3 Router and IP Address Setting 

Both the database server IP address and port number were selected with respect to 

the other services running on the network. Since Deployd application takes care about the 

backend of the running human machine interface, the port setting can be set up via standard 

command line. With Deployd installation on the machine new commands will be added. The 

list of additional commands for Deployd application is listed below: 

Usage: dpd [options] [command] 

Commands: 

  create [project-name] 

      create a project in a new directory 

      eg. `dpd create my-app` 

  keygen  

      generate a key for remote access (./.dpd/keys.json) 

  showkey  

      shows current key for connecting to remote dashboard (./.dpd/keys.json) 

  remote  

      open the remote dashboard in your browser 

 

Options: 

-h, --help                   output usage information 

  -V, --version                output the version number 

  -m, --mongod [path]          path to mongod executable (defaults to `mongod`) 

  -p, --port [port]            port to host server (defaults to 2403) 

  -w, --wait                   wait for input before exiting 

  -d, --dashboard              start the dashboard immediately 

  -o, --open                   open in a browser 

  -e, --environment [env]      defaults to development 

  -H, --host [host]            specify host for mongo server 

  -P, --mongoPort [mongoPort]  mongodb port to connect to 

  -n, --dbname [dbname]        name of the mongo database 

  -a, --auth                   prompts for mongo server credentials 

By default port number for Deployd is [2403]. For the purposes of the project the 

application was installed on the laptop used for debugging and demonstration. With this 

approach the need for internet connection is excluded and application can be easily access 

via localhost IP address defined as 127.0.0.1. With proper port setting the resulting address 

is http://localhost:2403/ (http://127.0.0.1:2403).  

At the address http://localhost:2403/Dashboard the main page of the database server 

can be accessed and database tables with desired elements and values can be constructed. 

Apart of that other event codes can be placed to extend the server’s functionality.  

The proper port number setting depends on services running on the network. The 

default port name can be change into vast amount of different port numbers with option 

command “dpd –p [1234]”. Port number is transport layer property to provide internet access 

to multiple applications at a time. Port number associations and important settings managed 
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by Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) are listed in the attachments named as 

Attachment 4. 

3.5.4 Web and Graphics Design 

Simple, user friendly and easy-touch page was created in html. Additional component 

named Bootstrap was used, which ensures proper handling of individual components in 

terms of responsive site. This provides solution for mobile and tablets users, which are 

widely spread nowadays. The bootstrap file can be freely downloaded from the web. The 

implementation to the .html static site is performed in head section. The initial lines of codes 

are formulated in this way: 

Line for adding the style file: 

<link href="./index_files/Site.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"> 

This additional line ensures screen resolution scaling for different devices: 

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width", "initial-scale=1.0"> 

Importing the Jquery: 

<script src="./index_files/jquery-1.10.2.min.js"></script><style type="text/css"></style> 

This code imports the bootstrap’s javascript 

<script src="./index_files/bootstrap.js"></script> 

 

 

Figure 24 - Control Panel of HMI 
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The layout of the main page is built to be simple and easy. Individual rooms which 

are being monitored are displayed in a row. The main image of the room can be either static 

or coming from camera at selected interval. Additional action buttons are next to the main 

image. All the elements are synchronized via JavaScript with Deployd database. They are 

being constantly controlled to match the actual state in the database. When the action is 

initiated by clicking on individual button, the PUT query is sent to update the database.  

The second screen is dedicated to events occurring in the system. For the purpose of 

this project, the doorbell camera was connected to the server board of Raspberry Pi’s. On 

the event of someone ringing at the doors the camera is initialized and takes a picture of the 

visitor. Image data is then being processed, time stamped and stored in the database as 

base64 string format. Push notifications is introduced to the system as a new data record is 

being added to the event part of database. The notification is on until someone with access 

to the application reads the new record. 

 

Figure 25 - Doorbell HMI screen 

Doorbell screen contains the navigation bar, where the user can switch between 

Doorbel and the main of the visualization. At the left side the individual entries are listed in 

chronological order. After selecting the desired entry, image will show up at the middle of 

the page showing the vicinity at the time of doorbell ring.  
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4 Conclusion 

My work on this project of open-source modules for intelligent home was to search 

for the current technologies and provide their features as an open-source platform. I have 

designed sensor array modules including PCB schematics and layout development, 3D 

models with respect to 3D printing and I have built them. I have picked up the most relevant, 

accessible and effective sensors available on the market with respect to the open-source 

approach. The sensors were also included to my design and code. 

I have also connected the Raspberry Pi2 platform with my modules and I have written 

Python code to process the data and synchronize them with web API (Application Program 

Interface). Multiple action modules e.g. lights, PIR sensors, camera can be connected to the 

Raspberry and can be interfaced with the API.  

The Bluetooth communication is designed to send sensor data from sensor array of 

BeaconUnit to the Raspberry server. Additional modules with Bluetooth can be implemented 

to the network. 

The MCU of BeaconUnit goes under series of sleep modes to lower down the power 

consumption. Classical LCD panel, which does not require backlight during day, is used for 

continuous work of the module. The proper choosing of the individual components was 

important task and the possibility to lower down the power consumption is still present.  

The construction of the module was rather exciting. Since the size of the board 

needed to be kept reasonably small, I have decided to build the printed circuit board entirely 

of surface mounted devices components. The soldering and positioning of such a small 

packages was quite tricky. Even the layout of the board needed to be adjusted several times 

and route connections tested. The box design and 3D printing also needed to be adjusted 

together with new versions of the board. The printing time was about 5 hours with my home 

3D printer. 

During the construction I have also created UV exposure box for printed circuit board 

prototyping. The newest versions of the BeaconUnit PCB were manufactured with the use 

of my new low-cost UV exposure box. I decided to add the schematics and figures of this 

device to the thesis because it significantly reduced the costs of PCB production. The 

standard UV exposure boxes are being sold for hundreds of euros and my UV exposure box 

cost around 20 euros. However the time to exposure the PCB went up from 100 seconds to 

200-300 seconds.  
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Regarding power management I had to learn how to effectively charge Lithium-ion 

battery with solar panel energy and include this feature into my design. The USB port was 

added on the PCB for standard charging. 

I learned how to program Atmel microprocessors both with a programmer and 

without it via SPI. The programming without a programmer was performed by Arduino 

development board which with proper software acts as a programmer.  
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Attachments 

Attachments content: 

Attachment 1  - Solar panel voltage measurements 

Attachment 2  - Solar Panels placement 

Attachment 3  - Weather conditions during measurement 

Attachment 4  - Port number associations 

Attachment 5  - BeaconUnit PCB layout 

Attachment 6  - BeaconUnit PCB Schematics A 

Attachment 7  - BeaconUnit PCB Schematics B 

Attachment 9  - UV exposure box schematics 

Attachment 8  - UV exposure box layout 

Attachment 10  - The Server’s python code 

Attachment 11  - Krakow competition certificate 3rd place 

Attachment 12  - Zlin competition certificate 2nd place 
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Attachment 1 - Solar panel voltage measurements 
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Attachment 2 - Solar Panels placement 

Attachment 3 - Weather conditions during measurement 
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Attachment 4 - Port number associations [18] 
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Attachment 5 - BeaconUnit PCB layout 
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Attachment 6 - BeaconUnit PCB Schematics A 
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Attachment 7 - BeaconUnit PCB Schematics B 
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Attachment 9 - UV exposure box schematics 

Attachment 8 - UV exposure box layout 
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Attachment 9 - The Server’s python code: 

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 

import time 

import picamera 

import requests 

import json 

import base64 

import datetime 

from time import sleep 

##################Web database RestfullAPI adresses to individual components################### 

APIurlLED1 = "http://192.168.137.1:2403/aktivni-prvky/1354d90af8e92813" 

APIurlLED2 = "http://192.168.137.1:2403/aktivni-prvky/004d1d5e388b58e7" 

APIurlFOTO = "http://192.168.137.1:2403/events/" 

APIurlTV2 = "http://192.168.137.1:2403/aktivni-prvky/9ec00518f24a580d" 

APIurlTV1 = "http://192.168.137.1:2403/aktivni-prvky/40e4c1945c19b9a3" 

####################################################################################### 

FOTO="abc" 

FOTOname = "datestamp" 

image_file="/home/pi/Desktop/image.jpg" 

#######################Web database RestfullAPI data string preparation######################## 

LED1_ON = json.dumps({"active":"true","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"1354d90af8e92813"}) 

LED1_OFF = json.dumps({"active":"false","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"1354d90af8e92813"}) 

LED2_ON = json.dumps({"active":"true","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"004d1d5e388b58e7"}) 

LED2_OFF = json.dumps({"active":"false","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"004d1d5e388b58e7"}) 

TV2_ON = json.dumps({"active":"true","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"9ec00518f24a580d"}) 

TV2_OFF = json.dumps({"active":"false","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"9ec00518f24a580d"}) 

TV1_OFF = json.dumps({"active":"false","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"40e4c1945c19b9a3"}) 

TV1_ON = json.dumps({"active":"true","room":"kitchen","name":"lighttest","id":"40e4c1945c19b9a3"}) 

FOTO_SENT = json.dumps({"picture":FOTO,"seen":"false"}) 

#######################################pin assigments#################################### 

pir1=11 

pir2=13 

TV1=38 

TV2=36 

led1=15 

led2=32 

door=40 

####################################camera declaration#################################### 

camera=picamera.PiCamera() 

width=300  

height=300 

########################################variables######################################## 

loopVariable1=0 

loopVariable2=0 

###################################pin I/O mode settings################################### 

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BOARD)  

GPIO.setup(TV1,GPIO.OUT) 

GPIO.setup(TV2,GPIO.OUT) 

GPIO.setup(pir1,GPIO.IN) 

GPIO.setup(led1,GPIO.OUT) 

GPIO.setup(pir2,GPIO.IN) 

GPIO.setup(led2,GPIO.OUT) 

GPIO.setup(door,GPIO.IN) 

#with open('/home/pi/Desktop/image.jpg', "rb") as image_file: 

###################################neverending loop###################################### 

while True: 

################################API UPDATE ROUTINE################################## 
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#####################################LED1_status######################################## 

#######################get json requests about state of led1 true/false############################ 

 led1request = requests.get(APIurlLED1)   

 led1status=led1request.json()['active'] 

################################match the server state with pins state########################## 

 if led1status == 'false': 

  GPIO.output (led1,GPIO.LOW)  

 elif led1status == "true": 

  GPIO.output(led1,GPIO.HIGH) 

#####################################LED2_status######################################## 

########################get json requests about state of led1 true/false########################### 

 led2request = requests.get(APIurlLED2)   

 led2status=led2request.json()['active']   

 if led2status == "false": 

  GPIO.output (led2,GPIO.LOW)  

 elif led2status == "true": 

  GPIO.output(led2,GPIO.HIGH) 

###########################################TV1_status################################### 

###########################get json requests about state of TV1 true/false######################## 

 TV1request = requests.get(APIurlTV1)   

 TV1status=TV1request.json()['active'] 

##############################match the server state with pins state############################ 

 if TV1status == 'false': 

  GPIO.output (TV1,GPIO.LOW)  

 elif TV1status == "true": 

  GPIO.output(TV1,GPIO.HIGH) 

#########################################TV2_status##################################### 

##########################get json requests about state of TV2 true/false######################### 

 TV2request = requests.get(APIurlTV2)   

 TV2status=TV2request.json()['active']   

##############################match the server state with pins state############################ 

 if TV2status == "false": 

  GPIO.output (TV2,GPIO.LOW)  

 elif TV2status == "true": 

  GPIO.output(TV2,GPIO.HIGH) 

###############SERVER UPDATE FUNCTION OF PIR, LEDS AND TVSDETECTORS############ 

 if GPIO.input(pir1)==1: 

  r = requests.put(APIurlLED1, LED1_ON) #turns the led1 on 

  r = requests.put(APIurlTV1, TV1_ON) #turns the led1 on 

  r = requests.put(APIurlTV2, TV2_OFF) #turns the led2 off 

  r = requests.put(APIurlLED2, LED2_OFF) #turns the led2 off 

 if GPIO.input(pir2)==1:  

  r = requests.put(APIurlLED2, LED2_ON) #turns the led2 on 

  r = requests.put(APIurlTV2, TV2_ON) #turns the led2 on 

  r = requests.put(APIurlTV1, TV1_OFF) #turns the led1 off 

  r = requests.put(APIurlLED1, LED1_OFF) #turns the led1 off 

###################SERVER UPDATE FUNCTION OF DOORS DETECTOR#################### 

# if GPIO.input(door)==1: 

#  print 'DVERE ZVONEK FALSE' 

# else: 

#  print 'DVERE ZVONEK TRUE' 

#  #FOTOname="datetime.datetime.utcnow()" 

#  camera.resolution=(width, height) 

#  camera.capture('/home/pi/Desktop/FOTOname.png') 

#  with open("/home/pi/Desktop/FOTOname.png", "rb") as image_file: 

#       FOTO = base64.b64encode(image_file.read()) 

#    r = requests.post("http://hackathon.abdigital.cz:8080/events/", 

json.dumps({"picture":FOTO,"seen":"false","datetime":cas})) 
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#############################RUNING CMD DISPLAY##################################### 

 format= "%d.%m.%Y %H:%M" 

 today= datetime.datetime.today() 

 cas=today.strftime(format) 

 print cas 

 print "  running"   

 print '\n' 
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